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1 Introduction 
We present a.n application of Hoa.re's logic, a.n axiomatic method for proving programs correct, in 
the field of process algebra. For a. survey of Hoa.re's logic, see 11]. Process algebra, an algebraic 
approach to the study of (concurrent) processes, provides us with a language for the specification of 
processes and with axiom systems concerning the equality relation and the operators involved in such 
specifications. We will concentrate on the sequential fragment of ACP, the Algebra. of Communicating 
Processes (ACP is discussed in eg. 15]). 
We consider the use of a. state space S on which atomic actions have side effects and we define 
semantical notions based on transition rules in the style of Plotkin, in which these side effects a.re 
inserted (cf. [91). Thus we consider a non-uniform process language (this notion is discussed in eg. 
[4]), that is, we regard processes as state transformers in the sense that an execution of a. process 
is related to some initial state and, when terminating successfully, to a. final state. We specify this 
behaviour by means of 'partial correctness assertions' 
{a} p {,8} 
(so called 'Hoare triples') where a, ,8 are unary predicates over S and p represents a. process. The 
interpretation of such a partial correctness assertion is as follows: 
IT the execution of a process p, starting from an initial state satisfying a terminates, then 
the resulting final state satisfies ,8. 
The logic we present contains a proof system Hin which partial correctness assertions are derivable. 
The main result of this paper concerns the relative completeness of H: Considering all true assertions 
a.bout a. state space S as axioms in derivations, we show that deriva.bility and truth of partial correct-
ness assertions concerning guardedly specifiable processes coincide. In order to prove this result we 
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a process specified by a guarded system E 
alternative composition (sum) 
sequential composition (product) 
projection; n E JN 
boundedness up to level n 
Table 1: The signature I: 
need the Approximation Induction Principle (and some axioms going with it), a common principle in 
process algebra. concerning the equality relation over process expressions. So we consider partial cor-
rectness assertions modulo a set of axioms. We also present a subsystem of H for which we prove the 
relative completeness of partial correctness assertions concerning linear specifiable processes, without 
using process algebra axioms. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 is concluded with a short introduction to process algebra 
and trace theory. In section 2 we discuss how to combine process algebra and Hoare's logic by defin-
ing a semantical concept of processes having side effects and formally introducing partial correctness 
assertions. In order to relate our semantical notions with more common semantics of process algebra., 
we provide a 'Sema.ntical tour' in section 3. In sections 4-7 we show that the proof system H is 
(relatively) complete. We proceed in four stages (one per section): Starting with partial correctness 
assertions about 'finite processes', we develop three intermediate proof systems dealing with consec-
utively larger classes of process expressions. By showing that all these systems a.re complete, we can 
prove the completeness of H for the class of processes 'guardedly specifiable over BPA.s .. + REC'. 
Finally, in section 8 we shortly discuss some problems of partial correctness assertions concerning 
processes specified over ACP,., a common axiom system in process algebra. 
1.1 Process algebra, definitions and intuitions 
In this paper a central role is played by the axioms listed in table 2. A parameter with respect 
to these axioms is a set A of atomic actions. For each atomic action a E A there is a constant a 
in the language, representing the process, starting with an a-step and terminating after some time. 
There is a special constant 8, representing deadlock, i.e. the acknowledgement of a process that it 
cannot do anything any more. Also we have a constant r, representing silent action (unobservable 
or invisible activity), i.e. an internal machine step that cannot be observed. Furthermore there a.re 
constants <x I E>, representing processes specifiable by a 'guarded system' (these will be discussed 
in a moment). In table 1 we give the signature I: of the axiomatic theory relevant to this pa.per. Let 
x, y, z, ... be syntactic variables for process expressions (i.e. the set of terms over I:) and let P denote 
the set of closed process expressions over I: with p, q, r, ... as syntactic variables. In a product x · y 
the symbol · is often omitted, we take · to be most binding of all operators and + to be least binding 
(eg. xx1 + yy1 = (x · x') + (y · y')). We provide some intuitions concerning the axioms in table 2 where 
A6 is short for AU {8} and a E A6: 
BPA.s .. (Basic Process Algebra with deadlock and abstraction) The binary operator + represents 'al-
ternative composition' (sum): x + y represents the process which first makes a choice between 
its summands x and y, and then proceeds with the chosen course of action. There is no order in 
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BPAs .. 
(a E A0) x+y=y+x Al x+o=x A6 
x+ (y+z) = (x+y) +z A2 ox= c5 A7 
x+x=x A3 XT=X Tl 
(x+y)z=xz+yz A4 Tx+x= TX T2 
(xy)z = x(yz) A5 a(n + y) = a(Tx+y) + ax T3 
REC 
<xlE> = <tzlE> 
PR 
(a E Ao) 11'n(T) = T PRl 11'n(Tx) = T · 11'n(X) PR4 
11'0 (ax) = c5 PR2 11'n(X + Y) = 11'n(X) + 11'n(Y) PR5 
11'n+i(ax) = a· 11'n(X) PR3 
B 
(a E A0) Bo(x) Bl Bn(X) B4 Bn+i(ax) 
Bn(T) B2 
Bn(X) B3 Bn(X) Bn(Y) B5 
Bn(Tx) Bn(X + y) 
AIP 
Vn E JN{ 11'n(x) = 11'n(Y) , Bn(x)) 
x=y 
Table 2: The axioms of BPA0 .. + REC + PR+ B + AIP-
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the alternatives (axiom Al) a.nd a. sequence of choices ca.n be regarded as a single choice between 
all alternatives (axiom A2). A choice between two identical alternatives is neglected (axiom A3) 
a.nd 5 is never chosen in the presence of a.n alternative (axiom A6). The latter implies that o 
does not represent deadlock if it is occurring in a sum context offering alternatives. The binary 
operator · represents 'sequential composition' (product): x · y (or xy, for short) represents the 
process x, followed after possible termination of x by y. The process x does not terminate if it 
ends in deadlock (axiom A 7), or if it performs a.n infinite sequence of (possibly invisible) actions. 
The axiom A5 speaks for itself. 
The axiom A4 describes the interaction between alternative a.nd sequential composition. Because 
there is no axiom x(y+z) = xy+xz we ca.n discern the 'moment' of choice: Typically the process 
ao + aa may deadlock, in contra.distinction to the process a(h' +a), which equals the process aa, 
according to the axiom A6. 
A possible intuition concerning the constant r, supported by the axio~ Tl-T3 (the r-la.ws of 
Milner), is to regard r as representing invisible activity of a ma.chine, executing processes such 
that only the beginning of atomic actions is visible and the execution of any atomic action 
takes a finite a.mount of time. The axiom Tl states that such invisible activity always takes a. 
finite a.mount of time a.nd the axiom T2 tells us that r ma.y take no time a.t all. The axiom 
T3, expressing that a process specified by a(rx + y) has a summa.nd ax, is derivable if a= o. 
Otherwis.e, if a E A, it reflects the possibility that some time after the start of a.n atomic action 
a is observed, this process can be in a state where it can only proceed with x and not a.ny more 
with the process y. 
REC (Recursion) Here Eis a recursive specification, i.e. a. set of equations E = {x = t11: Ix EVE} 
where VE is a set of variables a.nd t11: some process expression over E only containing variables of 
VE (the set VE need not be finite). A solution of Eis a.n interpretation of the variables in VE as 
processes in a certain semantics, such tha.t the equations of E are satisfied. We now introduce 
a syntactical restriction on recursive specifications such that for all x EVE there is exactly one 
solution of E in our intended semantics. A recursive specification E = { x = t11: I x E VE} is 
called guarded if each occurrence of a variable x in the expressions t11: occurs in a subterm aM 
with a E A. We speak of guarded systems instead of guarded recursive specifications. For all 
guarded systems E not containing 1rn-operators there are constants <x I E> for x EVE in E, 
denoting the x-component of a solution of E. 
Let E = {x = t11: Ix E VE} be a guarded system, a.nd t a process expression. Then <t I E> 
denotes the process expression in which ea.eh occurrence of x E VE in t is replaced by <x I E>. 
Now the axiom REC expresses the fa.et that <xl E> is a solution of E. 
H we assume tha.t the variables in a recursive specification are chosen freshly, there is no need to 
repeat E in ea.eh occurrence of <xl E>. Variables reserved in this way are called formal variables 
and denoted by capital letters. We adopt the convention that <XIE> can be abbreviated by 
X once Eis declared. As an example consider E = {X = aX}: Now a statement X = aaX 
abbreviates <XI {X = aX}> = aa <XI {X = aX}>. 
PR (Projection) The projection operator ?T,.. (n E N) stops a process after it has performed n atomic 
a.ctions1 . If 1rn(x) = x for some n we will call x finite. More specifically ?Tn(x) is of depth n if 
1rn(x) = x and for all k < n(?Tk(x) =/= x). 
B (Bounded non.determinism) The predicate B., holds if the nondeterminism displayed by a process 
before its nth atomic action is bounded. When only considering guarded recursion the axioms 
of B are always satisfied for closed process expressions. These axioms are used in: 
1 Note that we use the version of PR in which 1?ro' is defined. 
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AIP- (Weak Approximation Induction Principle) This principle states that every process which has a. 
guarded specification is determined by its finite projections. This 'weak' version of the Approx-
imation Induetion Principle holds in any sema.ntica.l structure in which we will interpret partial 
correctness assertions. It appears to be crucial in the completeness result we prove. See [6J for 
this principle. 
1.2 About trace theory 
We first give a.n enumeration of some genera.I definitions a.nd notations: 
e For a.ny alpha.bet A we use A* to denote the set of finite sequences over A. We write A for the 
empty sequence a.nd a for the sequence consisting of the single symbol a EA. If u,u' EA"', then 
u * u', often abbreviated a.s uu', denotes the concatenation of the sequences u a.nd u'. 
• By #u we denote the length of a. sequence u E A*: #.X d~ O; if a E A, then #a ~f 1 ; 
#uu1 ~f #u + #a'. 
• If V ~ A*, then II,.(V) denotes the subset of V containing a.11 elements of length not exceeding 
n, thus II,.(V) dJ:f {a E Vl#a ~ n}. 
• If V, W ~ A* a.nd a E A*, then u * V (or aV) denotes the set {ap Ip E V} a.nd V * W (or VW) 
denotes the set U aW. 
uEV 
A trace of a. process is a. finite sequence that gives a. possible order in which atomic actions can be 
performed by that process. Let tr(x) denote the set of a.11 traces of a. process x. For ea.eh x E P we 
now introduce the se~ of complete traces of x, that is the subset of tr(x) containing only the traces 
representing successful termination of x. Because we are (in the context of Hoa.re's logic) specifica.lly 
interested in relating initial a.nd (possible) final states of the execution of processes, we introduce an 
opera.tor trc which returns the set of complete tra.ces of a. process: 
De&itio:n 1.2.1 For all x E P let trc(x) ~ A* be the set of all complete traces of x: 
<ill trc(8) ~f 0 
e trc(r) dJ:f {A} 
e trc(a) ~f {a} (a EA) 
e trc(xy) dJ:f trc(x) * trc(Y) 
11 trc(x + y) ~f trc(x) U trc(Y) 
Using the axioms of table 2 it ca.n be easily proved that trc(1r,.(x)) = IT,.(trc(x)) a.nd (if Eis a guarded 
system) trc(<xlE>) = LJtrc(?r,.(<xjE>)). We ma.y now define 'complete tra.ce semantics': 
,. 
Definition 1.2.2 Two closed process expressions p and q are complete tra.ce equivalent, 
P =ctr q 
We state without proof that the relation =ctr can be a.xiomatized by adding CTR to BPA,s.,. + REC + 
PR + B + AIP-, where CTR is the axiom system defined in table 3. 
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xS = S CTRl 
TX=X CTR2 
x(y + z) = xy + xz CTR3 
Table 3: CTR axioms 
2 Combining process algebra and Hoare's logic 
In this section we introduce processes having side effects in a formal way by defining functions action 
and effect, relating atomic actions with a state space. An operational semantics in which closed 
process expressions a.re identified if they perform the 'same behaviour' when started in the same 
initial state is discussed. Next we introduce partial correctness assertions, relating a process and a 
set of initial states to a. set of possible final states, denoting successful termination. Furthermore a 
'partial correctness semantics', defined by identifying closed process expressions if they satisfy the 
same partial correctness assertions is presented. Finally we introduce proof systems, by which we can 
derive partial correctness assertions. 
2.1 Processes as state transformers 
We regard processes as having a state. Let S be a nonempty set of states, with typical elements 
s, s', .... The idea is that the execution of an action a in state s results in an action a' representing 
the activity of this execution (an atomic action, Tor S), and in a resulting state s' 2 • This idea is 
formalized by given (total) functions 
action : A6r X S - A6r and effect : S X A,s,. - S 
which determine the relation between elements a of A6r and elements s of S, the set of states. With 
action( a, s) we denote the activity which represents the execution of a in state s; with effect(s, a) we 
denote the resulting state. It is assumed that 
1. 'l:/s E S(action(r,s) = r) a.nd 'l:/s E S(action(S,s) = S) 
for, in ea.eh state an invisible action must remain invisible and S should indeed denote deadlock; 
2. 'l:/sES(effect(s,r)=s) and VsES(effect(s,S)=s) 
because neither a r-step, nor deadlock should alter a state. We demand that for all functions action 
and effect considered the properties 1 a.nd 2 hold. Another way to state this is to demand that T and 
Sa.re inert (with respect to the functions action a.nd effect). We use the following abbreviations: a(s) 
for action( a, s); s(a) for effect(s, a). The functions action and effect were introduced in [2]. 
This 'operational view' of the execution of elements of A,. in some state will be generalized to an 
operational semantics of closed process expressions based on transition rules in the style of Plotkin. 
We consider 'state labelled process expressions' (x, s) denoting the process x in state s and introduce 
for all a E A,. a binary transition relation ~ over state labelled process expressions. By the transition 
(x, s) ~ (y, s') we mean that by performing an action a the process x in state s can evolve into y 
2 As an example think of the representation of a program in a high level language as PMcal in process algebra. If a 
variable :i: is declared as an integer; an assignment :i: := :i: + 1 is regarded as an atomic action a and S denotes the set 
of valuations from declared variables to their full domains, then a1 = r if s(:i:) < MAXINT and 6 otherwise. Of course 
s1 = s[s(z) + 1/:i:]. 
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in state s'. To represent successful termination we introduce a special element y not in E and for all 
a EA.,. a relation~ (y,.) defined on (P x S) x S. Now the expression (x,s) ~ (y,s') denotes 
that the process x in state s can terminate successfully by performing a. In table 4 we present a proof 
system, the effect rules, by which we can derive transitions. Concerning the 11'n-rules, note that any 
derivable transition (p,s) ~ (q,s') must have the form (p,s) ~ (q,s') for some a EA.,., since the 
'basic' transitions are defined in this way. 
We define ~ for u E (A.,.)• as the reflexive and transitive closure of the terna.ry relations ~ and 
~(y,.): 
(x, s) ~ (y, s') 
• __,,-'-""'-~-=----'-
( x, s) ~ (y,s') 
• (x,s) ~ (x,s) 
(x, s) ~ (y', s') 
(x,s)~ (y,s') (a EA.,.) 
• 
(x, s) ~ (y, s') (y, s') ~ (z, s") (x, s) ~ (y, s') (y, s') ~ (y', s") 
(x, s) ~ (y, s") (x, s) ~ (z, s") 
Instances of this relation will be called effect reductions. 
We present two technical results concerning effect reductions and a standard operation on strings 
u E (A6.,.)*: 
• Let u E ( A6.,.)"', the string Cf E ( A6 )* is obtained by replacing all r-occurrences in u with .A. 
1. If (p,s) ~ (y,s') and (q,s') ~ (y,s"), then (pq,s) 001";? (y,s"). 
2. If (pq,s) ~ (y,s'), then there are s" ES, u1,u2 E (A.,.)* such that (p,s) ~ (y,s") 
(q, s") ~ (y, s') and C1i'U2 = Cf. 
Result 1 follows by a simple induction on #u1i the length of O"lJ and for result 2 we need three 
intermediate results: 
(i) (pq, s) ~ (r, s') ==> 
{ 
(p,s)~(y,s"), (q,s")~(r,s') 
Oneof (p,s)7(.J,s"), (q,s")~(r,s') holds. 
(p,s)--+ (p',s'), r = p'q 
(p,s)~(y,s'), r=:q 
(ii) (pq,s)~(y,s') ==> Oneof{ (p,s)~(y,s"), 
(p,s) ~ (y, s"), 
(q, s") ~ (- 1, s') 
v holds. (q,s") ~ (y,s') 
(iii) (pq,s) ~ (r,s') { 
(p, s) ~ (p', s'), 
==> One of (p,s) ~ (y,s"), 
r=p'q 
( 
- ") 0-2 ( ') ,....,.,....,. _,., holds. q,s -- r,s, 0"10"2=0" 
We conclude this section with a definition concerning the syntax and semantics of state labelled closed 
process expressions and partial correctness assertions. 
De.6.nition 2.1.1 A structure (A, S, action, effect) is a quadruple containing th.e set A of atomic 
actions, a non.empty set S of states and functions action : A6.,. x S -+ A6.,. and effect : S x A6.,. -+ S 
such th.at 8 and T are inert. 
Remark that any structure S has a parameter A, the set of atomic actions. We use symbols S, S' as 
syntactic variables for structures. Notice that any structure fixes the effect rules in table 4. 
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a EA .. : a(s) _ / (a, s) --+ (v, s(a)) 
+: 
. : 
11"n: 
(:z:, s) ~ (:z:', s') 
(:z:+y,s) ~ (:z:',s') 
(y,s) ~ (y',s') 
(:z:+y,s) ~ (y',s') 
(:z:,s) ~ (:z:',s') 
(:z:y, s) ~ (:z:'y, s') 
( 
a(s) 1 :z:, s) --+ (y, s ) 
a(s) I (11'n+i(:z:),s)--+ (11'n(Y), S) 
1"(8) I (:z:, s) --+ (y, s) 
1"(8) ') (11'n(:z:), s)--+ (11'n(Y), S 
recursion: (<tz IE>, s) ~ (y, s') (<:z:I E>, s) ~ (y, s') 
r-laws: a(•) (a,s)--+ (r,s(a)) 
(:z:, s) ~ (y, s') (y, s') ~ (z, s") 
(:z:, s) ~ (z, s") 
(:z:, s) ~ (y, s') (y, s') ~ (z, s") 
(:z:, s) ~ (z, s") 
(if a(s) "# S) 
(:z:, s) ~ (y', s') 
(:z:+y,s) ~ (,./,s') 
(y, s) ~ (y', s') 
(:z: + y, s) ~ (,./,s') 
(:z:,s) ~ (,./,s') 
(:z:y, s) ~ (y, s') 
a(ll) V I (:z:, s) --+ ( , s) 
a(s) I (11'n+i(:z:),s)--+ (,./,s) 
1"(8) .J I (:z:,s)--+( ,s) 
1"(B) _I I (11'n(:z:), s) --+ (v, s) 
(<tz IE>, s) ~ (y', s') 
(<:z:IE>,s) ~ (,./,s') 
(if a(s) "# S) 
(:z:, s) ~ (y, s') (y, s') ~ (y', s") 
(:z:, s) ~ (,./, s") 
(:z:, s) ~ (y, s') (y, s') ~ (y', s") 
(:z:,s) ~ (y',s") 
Table 4: Effect rules 
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2.2 An operational semantics 
Let S be some structure. The next step towards our operational semantics is to associate a. transition 
system to any state la.belled closed process expression (p, s), representing all possible transitions. The 
idea. is that two process expressions p and q are operationally equivalent if they satisfy the following 
property: The representation of any execution of p in some initial state s (in terms of its performance 
of atomic actions) also represents an execution of q in initial states, and vice versa.. We now formalise 
this idea.. Consider the graph .9((p, s)) defined as follows: 
NODES ~f {(p',s') !there is a E (A .. )* such that (p,s)--!+. (p',s')} U 
{(y',s')jthere is a E (A .. )* such that (p,s)--!+. (y',s')} 
ARCS ~f {le ~ le' j le, le' E NODES and le ~ le' a. transition} 
By defining the node (p, s) as the root of .9((p, s)), this construction yields ts((p, s)), the transition 
system associated to (p, s). Here the state s will be called the initial state of ts((p, s)). Any state s' 
such that ( y', s') is a. node in .9 ( (p, s)) will be called a. final state of ts((p, s )). Now consider the set 
of all transition systems. In order to define an equality relation over this set, we use the notion of a. 
bisimula.tion (see [8]): 
Definition 2.2.1 A binary relation R ~ (P x S) x (P x S) is a bisimula.tion if the following conditions 
are satisfied (a E A .. ): 
1. If (p,s)R(q,s) and (p,s) ~ (p',s'), then there is a (q',s') such that (q,s) ~ (q',s') and 
(p', s')R( q', s'). 
f!. If (p,s)R(q,s) and (q,s) ~ (q',s'), then there is a (p',s') such that (p,s) ~ (p',s') and 
(p', s')R(q', s') .. 
9. If (p, s)R(q, s), then (p, s) ~ (y', s') for some s' if and only if (q, s) ~ (y',s') for some s'. 
Two transition systems ts((p, s)) and ts((q, s)) are bisimilar, ts((p, s)) .:!::::! ts((q, s)), if there ezists a 
bisimulation R with (p, s)R(q, s) (remark that equality of initial states is demanded here). 
The clauses 1 and 2 of this definition are called the transfer property. It is not difficult to see that .:!::::! 
is an equivalence relation. We now define an operational semantics: 
Definition 2.2.2 We will call two closed process expressions p and q semantically equivalent in S, 
s F= P =.e q 
if for alls ES we have ts((p,s)) .:!:! ts((q,s)). 
Remark that if we want to consider a structure S = (A, S, action, effect} in which for two atomic 
actions a and b we have for alls ES that a(s) = b(s) and s(a) = s(b), then S f= a =•e b. This reflects 
the circumstance that in S the constants a and b apparently denote the same atomic action. We 
finally state the following property of the relation = 8 e: 
Theorem 2.2.S For all structures S the relation = 8 e is a congruence with respect to the operators 
involved. 
Proof. In this proof we use a quite recent result: 'Bisimulation is a congruence if the transition rules 
satisfy a certain (liberal) syntactical format' (see [7]). Unfortunately the effect rules do not satisfy this 
format since they were defined independent of this result. We introduce related transition relations 
~ for a E A .. u A .. * { y} and a set of rules satisfying the format mentioned. We here just give a 
sketch of the rules: 
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a(ah/ . 
e (a,s) """(S,s(a))ifa(s)::/=S 
(:z:,s)~(:z:',s') A 
• a aE .,. (:z:y, s) """ (y, s') 
(:z:,s)~(:z:',s') A 
a aE....,. (:z:y, s)""" (:z:'y, s1) 
for a related signature I:""" over P x Sand abbreviating (p,s) ~ (q,s) as (pq,s). In this style we can 
represent all effect rules. It can be proved that 
1. (p, s) ~ (y', s1) <=> (p, s) <;::£ (S, s') 
2. (p,s)~(q,s') <=> (p,s)~(q,s') 
Now ts((p, s)) .!:::!. ts((q, s)) if and only if the 'related' transition systems are bisimilar. 0 
2.3 Assertions about processes 
Our goal is to prove partial correctness assertions about processes, that is, given a structure S = 
(A, S, action, effect}, to relate a closed process expression p with subsets of S in the following way: 
Two subsets initia.l(S) and fina.l(S) of S are related by p if for any execution of p, 
starting from some initial state in initia.l(S) and terminating successfully, the resulting 
final state is in fina.l(S). 
In order to reason formally we define a language lA as follows: 
variables: 
unary predicate symbols: 
unary function symbols: 
connectives: 
auxiliary symbols: 
Vo, V1 1 V2 1 ••• 
stop( a,.) 
effect(., a) 
...,, V, A, -+ 1 +-+ 
) l " ( 
(for all a E ~,.) 
(for all a E ~.,.) 
The notation stop( a, . ) defines the place for the terms to be substituted: We write 'stop( a, t)' instead 
of 'stop(a,.)(t)'. Remark that a term always contains one variable. We use :z:,y,z, ... to denote the 
variables. 
Let J 0 be an interpretation of eA with domains. We make the following refinements concerning 
the (given) functions action and effect: For each a E A6.,. let the function effect(., a) : S --+ S be 
determined by the function effect and let a predicate stop(a, .) ~ S be defined such that stop(a, s) 
holds if and only if action( a, s) = S. We consider the functions effect(., a) and the unary predicates 
stop( a,.) as interpretations of the equally named .CA-expressions effect(., a) respectively stop(a, .). 
Logical formulas are interpreted as usual. As an example, assume that effect(s, a) = s for alls ES 
and some a EA. Clearly J 0 I= stop(b, :z:) +-+ stop(b, effect(:z:, a)) for all b E A6.,.. Note that !A-variables 
refer to elements of S, in contradistinction to the process variables :z:, y, ... introduced in section 1.1. 
However, this will not cause any confusion. 
For each subset of S we add a unary predicate symbol to lA which we interpret as the predicate 
over S satisfied exactly by this subset. Let a, P, ... be syntactic variables for these added symbols. We 
will denote the predicate over S referred to by a syntactic variable a with an equally named symbol 
a. We c.,.U this expansion of f,A the language of assertions, lA,Si and refer to the interpretation of 
eA,S by the symbol I. The set of logical formulas true in J is denoted as Tr1 and we write 1=1 'P if 
tp E Tr1. Let ip, t/J, ... denote the logical formulas of lA,S. 
Now a syntactical definition of a partial correctness assertion can be given: 
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Definition 2.3.1 A partial correctness assertion is an expression of the form 
{<p(x)} p {t/i(x)} 
where p is a closed process expression, and <p(x), t/i(x) are lA,s-formulas containing one variable x. 
Partial correctness assertions are not subject to Boolean operations, so we may omit the variable 
concerned. Note that for any logical formula. <p(x) containing one variable x, there is a predicate 
symbol o:'P such that 1=1 <p(x) ~ o:'P(x) by definition of lA,S· Therefore we will only consider partial 
correctness assertions of the form {a} p {,8}. Partial correctness assertions are interpreted in the 
following way: 
Definition 2.3.2 A partial correctness assertion { o:} p {,8} is true in S 1 
s I= {o:} p {,8} 
if for alls ES, a E (A .. )* we have 
a(s) and (p,s) ~ (y',s')) ==> ,B(s1). 
So the truth of a partial correctness assertion {a} p {tl} in a structure S expresses the fact that 
any successful execution of p in an initial state satisfying o:, results in a final state satisfying ,8. A 
sema.ntical relation based on partial correctness assertions can be defined as follows: 
Definition 2.3.3 We call two closed process expressions p and q equivalent under partial correctness 
ins, 
s I= p =pc q 
if for all predicates a, f3 over S we have 
S I= {a} p {,8} <=> S I= {a} q {/3}. 
Obviously =pc is an equivalence relation in all structures S, we show that it is also a congruence: 
Theorem 2.3.4 For all structures S tke relation =pc is a congruence with. respect to the operators 
intJolved. 
I 
Proof. Fix S. Observe that if (p, s) ~ ( y', s'), then there is a. u' E (A,..)* such that (p, s) __!.,.. ( y', s') 
without any application of one of the r-laws in the composing transitions. Call the latter sort of 
reductions 'operational'. 
We prove the theorem by inspection: Fix S and suppose S I= p =pc p', S I= q =pc q'. We have to 
show S I= pOq =pc p'Oq' for D E {+,·}and 11",.(p) =pc 11",.(p'). As an example we consider alternative 
composition: It is sufficient to show that if we have an operational reduction (p + q, s) ~ (y', s'), 
then there is an operational reduction (p' + q', s) ~ ( y', s'). This follows easy: Suppose the first 
transition in our reduction, say (p + q, s) ~ (r, s"), is a consequence of (p, s) ~ (r, s"). By the 
induction hypothesis we have (p', s) ~ ( y', s') for some string p E (A,.)", so using the first transition 
of this (operational) reduction we derive (p' + q', s) ~ ( y', s'). D 
2.4 Proof systems 
A proof system H is a finite set of (schemes of) axioms and rules which we can use to derive partial 
correctness assertions. We write r 1-H { O!} p {/3} with r a. set of logical formulas, if there is a derivation 
of { o:} p {/3} in a. proof system H in which the elements of r may be used. The introduction of a proof 
system H will always be accompanied with a specification of a process domain PH, i.e. a. set of closed 
process expressions of which partial correctness assertions are to be constructed. In the context of a 
fixed process domain PH ~ P, we use p, q, ... as syntactic variables over this domain. If H is fixed, 
we omit the superscript H in 1-H. 
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2.4.1 Soundness and completeness 
We ca.11 a. proof system H sound if for all structures S a.nd a.11 partial correctness assertions {a} p {fi} 
over PH we ha.ve 
Trs 1-H {a} p {,8} ==> S f= {a} p {,8} 
i.e. every partial correctness assertion derivable in H (using Trs) is true in S. 
The proof system His {relatitJely) complete if the converse holds a.swell for a.11 structures S: 
S f= {a} p {,8} <=> Trs 1-H {a} p {,8} 
that is, a. partial correctness assertion {a} p {,8} is true in S if and only if {a} p {,8} is derivable in H 
(using Trs ) . 
3 A semantical tour 
In this section we compare our semantical notions with other process algebra. semantics. We show tha.t 
for a.11 structures S the relation =•e provides us with a. 'proper' semantics, related to a. well-known 
semantics concerning closed process expressions which a.re not state la.belled. As a. consequence we 
conclude that our sema.ntical notions satisfy the axioms of table 2, a. fa.et that will be used to prove our 
ma.in result. We will also compare the semantics of the relation =pc with 'complete trace semantics'. 
3.1 Action rules 
A statement S I= p =•e q refers to a. well-known sema.ntica.l a.rea: 'Bisimula.tion semantics of transition 
systems', where transition systems a.re considered to be generated by a related set of action rules. In 
table 5 we present these rules, which will be referred to simply as 'action rules'. Again the reflexive 
and transitive closure of the transition relations ~ and ~ y are denoted by ~ , respectively 
~ y. Note that the action rules a.re related to the effect rules in the following sense: H the sta.te 
components in the effect rules a.re deleted, we find action rules. We write [p) for the transition system 
(generated by these related action rules in the way as described in section 2.2) a.ssocia.ted top, and 
[p) !:±. [qD if [PD and [qD a.re bisimilar3 . In order to relate the reflexive and transitive closures of action 
rules and effect rules we generalize for ea.eh fixed structure S the functions action and effect : 
. def { a(s)*u'(s(a)) ifaEA6,. andu::a*u' 
• action: (A0 .. )* X S-+ (A6.-)* such that u(s) = ,\ if u = ,\ 
def { s(a)(u1) 
• effect: S x (AM)* -+ S such that s(u) = 
8 
if a E A0 ,. and u = a* u' 
ifu::.\ 
It can be easily proved (by induction on the length of strings) that for all s E S , u1 , u2 E (A,.)*: 
s(u1u2 ) = s(u1 )(u2 ) , u 1u2 (s) = ui(s) * u2 (s(u1 )). Note that for a.11 structures S and u E (A6,.)* we 
have s(u) = s(a) because T is inert. 
Fina.lly we present two useful relations between effect reductions and action reductions. Let yq 
denote either some element of P or the symbol y, then we have by definition of these generalized 
functions the following relations: 
• H (p,s) ~ (yq,s') for some u E (A,.)*, then for some p E (A,.)* we have p ~ yq and 
P(S) =a' s(p) = s'. 
• H p ~ yq for some u E (A .. )'", then (p, s) ~ (yq, s(u)) if u(s) is S-free. 
8 See eg. [6) for these semantics. 
3.1 Action rules 
a.EA,.: 
+: 
?Tn : 
recursion: 
T-la.ws: 
x+y~x' 
y~y' 
x+y~y' 
x~x' 
xy ~x'y 
a 
x--+y 
.. 
x--+y 
<t,,,IE> ~y 
<xlE> ~y 
a 
a.--+ T 
.. a 
x--+y y--+z 
a 
x --+z 
a T 
x--+y y--+z 
a 
x--+ z 
<t,,,IE> ~y 
<xlE> ~y' 
T a .J x--+y y--+ 
x~y' 
Table 5: Action rules 
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(if 0. #= T) 
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3.2 On semantical equivalence 
We show that for all structures S the relation =•e defines a semantics which can be related to a more 
usual semantics of closed process expressions, namely that of transition systems generated by the 
action rules of table 5. 
Theorem 3.2.1 If two closed process expressions p and q are identified in 'bisimulation semantics of 
transition systems', then S f= p =•e q for all structures S. 
Proof. Suppose llPJ !:!. llqfl. Fix some S and s E S. Now the system ts((p, s)} can be constructed 
from the system llp): 
1. Label the root of the construction with (p, s). 
2. H (p', s') is a node in the construction, p' ~ p" is a transition in ffp) and a(s') =/= 8, then add 
the transition (p', s') ~ (p", s'(a)) to the construction. 
3. H (p', s') is a node in the construction, p1 ~ ..,/ is a transition in ffp B and a( s1) =/= 8, then add 
the transition (p', s') ~ (..,/, s'(a)) to the construction. 
4. Add all transitions which can be freshly generated by the T-laws to the construction (a(s') may 
be T if a EA). 
This construction yields the system ts((p, s)), and since it is based exclusively on the transitions in 
[p), the bisimila.rity of ffp) and ffqD implies that ts((p,s)) ~ ts((q,s)), and thus Sf= p =•e q. O 
As an immediate result we have the following 
Corollary 3.2.2 Write S l=se p = q for S I= p =•e q, then for all structures S we have S l=ae 
BPA.s .. + REC +PR+ B + AIP- (see [6]). 
3.3 On equivalence under partial correctness 
To begin with, we present a useful result concerning the relations = • ., and =JH!· Furthermore we 
compare the relations =pc and =ctr· 
Theorem 3.3.1 If for two closed process expressions p and q we have that S I= p = • ., q, then 
s I= p =pc q. 
Proof. Fix S. Suppose SI= {a} p {,8},a(s) and (q,s) ~ (y',s'), then there is a string p E (A..}'" 
such that q --.!!..+. ..,/and s(p) = s' , PfS) = u. Obviously PfS) is 8-free, so p(s) is as well. By [p] ~ ffq) 
we have p--.!!..+. ..,/,so (p, s) ~ (..,/, s(p)) and therefore fJ(s') holds, so Sf= {a} q {,8}. O 
Remark 3.3.2 The converse of theorem 9.9.1 does not hold: S f= a5 =pc 8 for neither can terminate, 
but Sf= a8 = 80 5 (a EA,.) only ifVs E S(a(s) = 5). 
For each p E P we now consider the set of complete traces of p (see section 1.2 for the definition of a 
complete trace.) We present two lemmas and prove a final result which relates the semantics of =pc 
to 'complete trace semantics'. 
Lemma 3.3.S If u E trc(P)1 then there is a string p E (A..)* such that p=: u and p--.!!..+. ..j. 
Proof. By definition of trc. For the recursive case observe that by definition of the action rules we 
have 11"n(P) --.!!..+. ../implies p --.!!..+. ..j. O 
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Lemma 3.3.4 If p ~ y, then a E trc(p). 
Proof. This can be proved in four steps (a E A .. ): 
1. p--.':..+ q ~ trc(aq) ~ trc(p) (By induction on the length of the proof of p ~ q.) 
2. p--.':..+ y ~ a E trc(p) (Again by induction and step 1.) 
3. p ~ q ~ {ap Ip E trc(q)} ~ trc(P) (By definition of~ and steps 1 a.nd 2.) 
4. p ~ y ~ a E trc(q) (By definition of~ and step 3.) D 
As a.n immediate result we ha.ve the following 
Theorem 3.3.5 If for two closed process expressions p and q we have that p =ctr q, then S f= p =pc q 
for all S. 
Proof. Fix S and suppose S I= {a} p {,8}, a(s) a.nd (q, s) ~ (y, s'). There is a. string p E (A..)* 
such tha.t q ~ v and s(p) = s' , PW = a (so p(s) is S-free). By lemma. 3.3.4 we ha.ve p E trc(q) 
a.nd thus p E trc(P)· So by lemma. 3.3.3 there is a. string v E (A .. }* such that JI= p (so v(s) is S-free) 
a.nd p ~ V· Therefore (p, s) ~ (y, s(v)) and s(v) = s(p) = s'. As a. consequence /J(s') holds, a.nd 
thus S f= {a} q {,8}, as was to be proved. D 
Corollary 3.3.6 If p =ctr q or SI= p =,., q, and SI= {a}p{,8}, then SI= {a}q{,8}. More generally: 
S f=Pc BPA.5 .. + REC +PR+ B + AIP- + CTR for all structures S {see corollary 9.e.e and theorems 
9.9.1, 9.9.5). 
4 Finite processes and Hoare's logic 
In this section partial correctness assertions over finite processes a.re studied. A Hoa.re-like proof 
system F for deriving such pa.rtia.l correctness assertions is defined and will be proved sound a.nd 
complete. 
4.1 The proof system F 
Let the process domain PF be specified inductively as the least set satisfying: 
Note that we do not allow expressions containing occurrences of a. 1r,.-opera.tor. The proof system F 
is defined as follows: 
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I 
n alternatitJe composition 
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(-.stop(a, z) A a(z)) -+ PC effect(z, a)) 
{a} a {P} 
{a} p {P} {a} q {P} 
{a} p+ q {P} 
III sequential composition 
{a} P {P} {P} q h} 
{a} pq {P} 
IV consequence 
4.2 F is complete 
a-+ a' {a'} P {P'} P' -+ P 
{a} p {P} 
Lemma 4.2.1 The proof system F is sound. 
Proof. Induction on the length of derivations. The soundness of the rules I a.nd IV follows easy. The 
soundness of rule II follows by a. simple induction on the length of derivations. Referring to result 1 
in section 2.1 we conclude that rule III is sound. D 
Theorem 4.2.2 The proof system F is complete. 
Proof. By lemma. 4.2.1 we only have to show that S I= {a} p {P} => Trs I- {a} p {P}. This ca.n 
be proved by induction on the structure of process expressions. Suppose S I= {a} p {p}. 
p =a E A6.- : Now Trs contains the formula. 
(-.stop(a, z) A a(z)) -+ PC effect(z, a)) 
for, if -.stop(a, s) A a(s), then P(s(a)) by supposition, a.nd else the formula. holds trivially in S. 
By the axiom I we derive Trs I- {a} a {p}. 
p = qr : Let "i be the predicate over S such that 
"f(s1) <==> a(s) A ((q, s) - (y', s')) 
Referring to result 2 in section 2.1 we state that S f= {a} q {'y} , S I= {"t} r {P} a.nd by the 
induction hypothesis a.nd rule III we derive Trs I- {a} qr {p}. 
p = q+ r: Note that S f= {a} q {P} , S I= {a} r {p}. By the induction hypothesis a.nd rule II we 
derive Trs 1- {a} q + r {P}. D 
4.3 Derived proof rules 
By means of the completeness of F we ca.n easily derive new proof rules: 
substitution 
{a} p {P} BPA6,. I- p = q 
{a} q {P} 
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Proof. Let S be fixed. Because S I= p =pc q (see corollary 3.3.6) we have that S I= {a} q {P}. By 
the completeness of F we conclude Trs I- {a} q {p}. O 
disjunction {a} p {1} {P} P {1} {a v P} p {'Y} 
Proof. H for a structure S we have that S I= {a} p { 'Y} , S I= {P} p { 'Y}, then we easily conclude 
S I= {a VP} p {1} and by completeness of F this implies Trs I- {a VP} p {'y}. O 
conjunction 
Proof. Likewise. 
{a} p {P} {a} p {'y} 
{a} P {PA 'Y} 
5 Semi linear systems and Hoare's logic 
In this section we introduce a proof system G dealing with a restricted format of guarded systems, 
which will be proved sound and complete (with the use of PR). Both these proofs are considerably 
more complicated than in the case of the proof system F. 
5.1 The proof system G 
Firstly we introduce a restricted format of guarded systems: 
Definition 5.1.1 A guarded system E = {x = tz Ix EVE} will be called semi linear if for all x EVE 
the expressions tz contain only summands of either the form py (y EVE), or the form q, where p is a 
closed process expression of depth 1, containing at most the sequential operator, and q a closed process 
expression of depth ~ 1, containing at most the sequential operator. 
Eg. E = {X = rbr3 X + a8X + r} is a semi linear system if a, b E A. We specify the process doma.in 
Pa as follows: 
• a E Pa if a E A6,. 
• <xlE> E Pa if E = {x = tz Ix EVE} is a semi linear system 
• p + q E Pa if p, q E Pa 
• pq E Pa if p, q E Pa 
We now want to involve recursively specified process expressions in partial correctness assertions. In 
order to construct a proof rule introducing partial correctness assertions of the form 
{a} <x I E> {P} 
we ta.ke a more 'abstract' point of view: 
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Definition 5.1.2 An abstract partial correctness assertion over some process domain Px is an ez-
pression {a} t {,8}, where t is an ezpression over the syntaz of Px which may contain variablea. 
Though we will not define how to interpret abstract partial correctness assertions, we may use them 
as 'axioms' in derivations. We extend the proof system F to a proof system G defined over Pa by 
adding the following 'recursion rule', where E = {:z: = t,,, l:z: EVE} is a semi linear system: 
V recuraion {{a,,,} :z: {,8:i:} I :z: EVE} I- {{a,,,} t,,, {,8:i:} I :z: EVE} {{a,,,} <:z:IE> {,8,,,} I :z: EVE} 
We adopt the convention that if for sets T and 0 and some inference system referred to by 'I-' 
we have that TI- 8 for all 8 E 0, then we write TI- 0. In particular TI- {8} <==> TI- 8. 
5.2 G is complete 
We cannot prove that G is sound by showing that its axioms are valid and its rules are sound because 
of the nature of the recursion rule. As a solution to this problem we follow the strategy presented in 
[1]: We define a related proof system K which will be proved sound in the usual way. By showing 
that the soundness of K implies the soundness of G we are done. The proof system K manipulates 
correctness phrases of the form 4> - 'Iii, where the symbols 4> and '1i denote (possibly empty) sets 
of partial correctness assertions, which are either abstract, or not. 
We define K on Pa in table 6, where E = {:z: = t:i: I :z: E VE} denotes a. semi linear system. 
Correctness phrases are interpreted as follows: 
Definition 5.2.1 A correctnesa phrase 4> .........,. '1i is true in a structure S, 
if for any substitution 8 talcing abstract partial correctness assertions to partial correctnesa aasertiona 
over P {sic!}, we h.ave th.at SI= 8(4>) implies that SI= 8('1i). 
Lemma 5.2.2 The proof system K is sound. 
Proof. Induction on the length of derivations. We check the soundness of rule V* (the other cases 
are straightforward). 
Let S be fixed and E = {:z: = t:i: l:z: EVE} a semi linear system. Suppose 
SI= {{a,,,} :z: {.B:i:} I :z: EVE} - {{a,,,} t,,, {,8,,,} I :z: EVE} 
For a start we prove that 
n = 0 : Assume that for some :z:0 E VE we have a,,,0 ( s) and 
(n-o(<:z:o I E>), s) ~ ( y', s'). 
This implies that (n-o( <t:i:0 I E>), s) ~ (y', s'). By the guardedness of Ewe conclude that 
there is a summand q of t:i:0 not containing variables such that (q,s) ~ (y',s'). Now we 
have by supposition that S I= {a:i:0 } t,,,0 ( S) {,8:1:0 } (substitute 8 for all :z: EVE)· In particular 
S I= { a,,,0 } q {,8,,,0 } and therefore /Jzo ( s') holds. We conclude 
SI= {{a,,,} n-o(<:z:IE>){.B:i:} I :z: EVE}. 
5.2 G is complete 
I* axioms (a E AM) 
II* alternative composition 
III* sequential composition 
IV* consequence 
V* recursion 
VI* collection 
(-.stop(a,x)Aa(x))-+ ,B(effect(x,a)) 
4> - {{a} a {,8}} 
4> - {{a} p {,8}, {a} q {,8}} 
4> .......... {{a} p+ q{,8}} 
Cl> .......... {{a} p {,8}, {,8} q {'y}} 
Cl> - {{a} pq {,8}} 
a-+ a' Cl> - {{a'} p {,8'}} {:J'-+ ,8 
4> - { {a} p {f:J}} 
{{a,,,} x {,8,.,} Ix EVE}- {{a,.,} t,., {,8,.,} Ix EVE} 
4> - {{a,,,} <xlE> {,8,.,} Ix EVE} 
CI> - w CI> - w' 
4>-wuw' 
Table 6: The proof system K 
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n+ 1: Assume that for some x0 EVE we have aa:0 (s) and 
(1rn+i(<xolE>),s) ~ h/,s'). 
Let ta:0 = EPiYi + L;qj, where the Yi are in VE. Now we have that 
(1r,.+i{qj0 ),s) ~ (\/,s') 
for a summand qj0 of tz0 because ( q30 , s) ~ ( y', s'), or 
for a summand Pio 1Ji0 of ta:0 , so there must be an atomic action a E A such that 
I 
(1rn+i(<Pio11iO IE>),s) ~ (1r,.(<11i0 IE>),s") ~ (y',s') 
for some s" E S and au' = u because E is a semi linear system. In both cases we may conclude 
that 
(tz0 ( 11"n(<xlE>) ),s) ~ (y',s'). 
By the induction hypothesis we have SI= {{a.,} 11",.(<xlE>) {.Bz} Ix EVE}, so by supposition 
we have in particular that 
SI= {az0 } ta:0 ( 11",.(<xlE>)) {,8.,0 } 
and thus .Ba:0 (s') holds. We conclude 
S I= {{az} 11"n+1(<xl E>) {.Ba:} IX EVE}· 
Next we have to show that if Vn E JN(S I= {a} 11"n(P) {,8}), then SI= {a} p {,8}. Suppose a(s) and 
(p, s) ~ ( y', s'). By definition of the effect rules it follows easily that for n sufficiently large 
(1r,.(p), s) ~ (y', s'}, so ,B(s') holds, which shows that S f= {a} p {,8}. 
Now we may conclude S I= { {a,.} <x I E> {.Bz} I x E VE}, and therefore 
SI=•- {{a.,} <xjE> {.Bz} Ix EVE} 
which completes our proof. 0 
In order to prove the soundness of the proof system G we first show that the soundness of K implies 
the soundness of G. 
Lemma 5.2.3 Ifr,• 1--G w, then r 1--K. -w. 
Proof. Induction on the length of derivations. As an example we check the application of rule V (the 
other cases are again straightforward): Suppose E = {x =ta: Ix EVE} is a. semi linear system and 
r,• 1--G {{az} <xlE> {.Bz} Ix EVE} 
as a result of V, thus 
r, {{az} x {,8,.} Ix EVE} 1--G {{az} ta: {.Bz} Ix EVE}· 
By the induction hypothesis we have r f--K { { °'z} x {,8.,} I x E v E} - { { azo } tzo {.Bzo}} for all 
xo E VE, so by VI* we derive 
r 1--K {{az} x {.Bz} Ix EVE} - {{az} t., {,8,.} Ix EVE} 
By rule V* we derive r 1--K. - {{a.,} <xlE> {.Ba:} Ix EVE}. 0 
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Lemma 5.2.4 The proof system G is sound. 
Proof. Fix some structure S and suppose Trs t--0 {a} p {,8}, then by lemma. 5.2.3 we have '.lrs f--K 
0 - {{a} p {,8} }. By the soundness of K we conclude S f= {a} p {,8}, a.s was to be proved. O 
Before proving the completeness of G, we take a. closer look a.ta. statement S f= {a} <zl E> {,8}. In 
the following lemma. we show that such a. statement implies Trs 1-- {a} <zlE> {,8}. 
Lemma 5.2.5 If for some S and semi linear system E = {z = t:r: I z E Vs} we hatJe for some z0 E Vs 
that 
S f= {a} <zo I E> {,8} 
then also 
Trs 1-- {a} <Zo I E> {,8}. 
Proof. We construct predicates ctz (z EVE) a.s follows: 
a..,(s) <==> There a.re s' E S,uE (A .. )'" such tha.t(<ZolE>,s') ....!... (<zlE>,s) and a(s1). 
Observe that 
We prove that 
Trs, {{a..,} z {,8} I z EVE} I- {{a..,} t.., {,8} I z EVE}· 
Define e a.s '.lrs u { {az} z {,8} I z EVE}. Fix Z1 EVE. It is sufficient to show that 
1. For any summand pz of t:r: 1 (z EVE) we have 0 1-- {az1 } pz {,8} 
2. For any summand q of tz1 we have 01-- {az1 } q {,8} 
a.d 1: We show that S f= {az1 }p {az} and by completeness of F we conclude '.lrs 1-- {az1 } p{ctz} and 
thus 0 I- {az1 } px {,8}: Define a predicate a .. over S such that: 
a,.(s) <==> -istop(a,s)/\a:r:1 (s) fora.llaeA6 .. inp. 
So a,. selects the elements s E S satisfying <l!z 1 and a .. (s) <==> (p, s) -- (y', .) H °'* is 
empty, we immediately conclude S I= {a .. } p {az}· Suppose a .. is not empty and a .. (s). By 
construction of °'zi there is ans' ES such that a(s') and 
Because (p, s) -.!!..+. (y', s") for some string p E (A .. )* and pz is a. summand of t:r: 1 , we have 
(<Zo IE>, s') ~ (<zlE>, s") 
and by construction of ctz it follows that O!z(s"), so S I= {a .. } p {a:z}. We conclude 
SF {az 1 } P {ctz}. 
a.d 2 : We show that S I= { ctz1 } q {,8} and conclude that 0 1-- { az1 } q {,8}: Define a .. a.s a.hove and 
suppose a,. is not empty. We prove that S I= {a,.} q {,8}. Assume a,.(s). By construction of a..,1 
there is a.n s' ES such that a(s1) and 
(<zolE>,s') ~ (<z1IE>1 s). 
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Because (q, s) ~ (\/, s") for some string p E (A,.)'" and q is a. summa.nd of ta: 11 we have 
( <xo I E>, s') ~ ( y', s"). 
By the assumption S I= {a} <zo I E> {,8} we have that ,B(s") holds, so S I= {a,.} q {,8}. We 
conclude S I= { aa: 1 } p {,8} · 
We now proved the premisses of the recursion rule, so we conclude that in particular 
Trs I- { O!a:0 } <zo I E> {,8} 
and because a -+ Ota:0 E Trs we derive 
Trs I- {a} <.zo I E> {,8} 
which completes our proof. Note that if a is the 'empty predicate' the lemma. still holds. D 
Theorem 5.2.6 The proof system G is complete. 
Proof. The soundness of G is proved in lemma. 5.2.4. In section 4, theorem 4.2.2 we showed that 
the proof system F was complete by induction on the structure of the process expression p involved 
in a. partial correctness assertion {a} p {,8}. As the set Pc is a.gain inductively specified, we only 
ha.ve to check one more 'basic clause' than in the proof of theorem 4.2.2, namely p = <.z I E> with 
E = {.z =ta: I z EVE} a. semi linear system. This has just been done in lemma 5.2.5. D 
5.3 Guarded systems and the proof system G 
In this section we prove that if we extend Pa with all guarded systems, then the proof system G, 
with rule V then referring to a.ll guarded systems E = { .z = ta: I z E VE}, is not complete a.ny more. 
We show this by an example. Crucial is that G is still sound with regard to this extension, as will be 
proved in section 7. 
Example. Consider the structure S = (A, {s, s'}, action, effect} with the functions action and 
effect defined as follows (b, c, d EA): 
e For a.ll a E {b, c, d} : a(s) ~f a(s1 ) ~ a. 
(b) def ( ) def '(d) def 1 d '(b) def '( ) def (d) def • s = s c = s = s , an s = s c = s = s. 
We define predicates a and a' over { s, s'} such that a is only satisfied bys a.nd a' only bys'. Consider 
the guarded system E = {X = rbXc + d}. Now trc(X) = {bndcn I n E JN}, so S I= {a} X {a}. 
Suppose that G is complete, and thus 
Trs I- {a} X {a}. 
We may assume that the last two rules applied a.re V respectively IV (rule IV is the only rule not 
adding complexity to the process expression involved). So there must be a, ,8 such that 
Trs, {a} .z {,8} I- {a} rb.zc + d {,8} 
u-+ a,,8-+ u E Trs. 
(1) 
(2) 
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Now (1) implies that Trs r {a:} d {,8} and by (2) we derive Trs r {u} d {,8}. By the soundness of G 
we conclude that u -+ ,8 E Trs, so by (2) we have 
fJ +-+ u E Trs . 
Also Trs, {a} x {{J} r {a} rbxc {,8}, so there must be 'Yl, 72 such that 
Because hi} x h2} is derivable from {a} x {,8} we have 
fJ -+ 'Y2 E Trs 
(3) 
(4) 
and since { 72 } c {,8} is derivable as well we conclude by the soundness of G and (3) that 72 ..... u' E Trs, 
so by (4) we have 
,8 ..... u' E Tr5. (5) 
Now (3) and (5) are contradictory, so the proof system G is incomplete with respect to all guarded 
systems. 
6 Restricted guarded systems and Hoare's logic 
In this section we present a final proof system H by extending G with a rule of substitution, which 
will be proved sound and complete. This means that from now on we will look at partial correctness 
assertions about processes modulo derivability (in section 4 we still were able to derive a proof rule 
'substitution'). A crucial result with respect to this section states that any guarded system can be 
proved equal to a semi linear system. 
6.1 The proof system H 
Deflnition 6.1.1 A restricted guarded system E = {x = t,,, Ix EVE} i8 a guarded system in which 
the expressions t,., do not contain guarded systems. 
We specify the process domain Pr over BPA.sr + REC as follows: 
• a E Pr if a E A.sr 
• <x I E> E Pr if E = { x = t,,, I x E VE} is a restricted guarded system 
111 pq E Pr if p, q E Pr 
• p + q E Pr if p, q E Pr 
111 pq E Pr if p, q E Pr 
The notation Pr is used because H will also be discussed with respect to a larger process domain Pa in 
which 'nested recursion' is allowed (see section 7). We extend the proof system G to H by redefining 
rule V (recursion) as referring to a restricted guarded system E = { x = t,., Ix E VE} and adding a rule 
of 'substitution': 
VI substitution 
{a} p {,8} T r- p = q 
{a} q {{J} 
where T is short for BPA.sr + REC + PR+ B + AIP-. 
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6.2 His complete 
We use the proof system K (see section 5.2) to show tha.t His sound, a.nd therefore extend K to K* 
by redefining rule V* a.s referring to a. restricted guarded system E = {x = t., Ix EVE}, a.nd adding 
the rule 
VII* • - { {a} p {,8}} T I- p = q 
• - {{a} q {,8}} 
Lemma 6.2.1 The proof system K* is sound. 
Proof. The soundness of rule VII* follows ea.sy by corollary 3.3.6. We only prove the soundness of 
rule V*. Let S be fixed a.nd E = { x = t., Ix E VE} a restricted guarded system. Suppose 
H we just prove 
'<In E 1N(S I= {{a.,} 11"n(<xlE>){,8.,} Ix EVE}) 
then by the proof of lemma 5.2.2 we are done. Let E' = {x = t~ Ix EVE} be constructed by removing 
the brackets in the expressions t.,, using the axioms A4 a.nd CTR3 (see ta.hie 3). It follows ea.sy that 
SI= {{a.,} x {,B.,} Ix EVE} - {{a.,} t., {,B.,} Ix EVE} 
S I= {{a.,} x {,B.,} Ix EVE} - {{a.,} t~ {,B.,} Ix EVE} 
a.nd SI= <xlE> =pc <xlE'> for all x EVE by corollary 3.3.6. We show 
VnE 1N(S !={{a.,}1rn{<xlE'>){,8.,} Ix EVE}). 
n = 0: Substituting 5 for all variables of VE we have by supposition tha.t 
Fix some x0 E VE and consider all summa.nds of t~0 not containing variables of VE, say r; (j = 1 · · · n, n ~ 0). By corollary 3.3.6 we have that S I= t~0 ( 6) =pc 5 +Er;, so S I= {a.,0 } 5 +Er; {{3., 0 }. It is not difficult to see tha.t S I= {a.,0 } 1ro(5 +Er;) {,8.,0 }. 
Now TI- 1ro{<xo IE'>) = 1ro(5 +Er;), for E' is a guarded system, so SI= {a.,0 } 1ro(<t.,0 IE'> ) {{3.,0 } by corollary 3.3.6. We conclude 
SI= {{a.,}1ro{<xlE'>){{3.,} I xEVE}· 
n+ 1: Assume tha.t for some x0 EVE we have a.,0 (s) a.nd 
(1rn+iC<xolE'>),s) ~ (y',s'). 
Let t~0 = EP<Yiqi +Er;, where the Yi are in VE, the expressions q; may contain variables of 
VE a.nd the expressions Pi a.nd r; do not contain variables of VE. Now we ha.ve that 
for a. summa.nd r ; 0 of t~0 , or 
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for a summand Pio Yio q,0 of t~0 • In the last case we have 
('11'n+iC<Pi0 Yioqi 0 IE'>),s) ~ ('11'm(<Yi0 q;0 IE'>),s") ~ {-y',s') 
for some s" ES, such that a 1a2 =a and by the guardedness of E' also m :5 n. In both cases it 
can be shown that 
(~0 ( '11'n(<xlE'>) ),s) ~ (-y',s') 
using 
1. If ('11'n(pq),s)-f!.... (-y',s'), then ('11'n(P)1rn{q),s)--!!.... (-y',s'), 
if ('11'n{P), s)--!!.... (-y', s'), then (p,s) --!!.... (-y', s') and Yk E 1N((1rn+1cCP), s)--!!.... (-y', s')). 
2. If (p, s) --!!.... (-y', s') ==> (q, s)--!!.... (-y', s'), then for all r E Pr: 
(rp,s) ~ (-y',s') ==> (rq,8) ~ (-y',8'). 
By supposition and the induction hypothesis we conclude f3a:o (s') and thus 
S f= { {aa:} 'll'n+iC<xl E'>) {f3a:} Ix EVE}. 
Now the soundness of H follows easy: 
Lemma 6.2.2 If r' • 1-H '1i, then r 1-K· • - '1i. 
Proof. As the proof of lemma 5.2.3. 
Lemma 6.2.3 The proof system H is sound. 
Proof. See the preceding lemma and the proof of lemma 5.2.4. 
We now consider the issue of the completeness of H. 
0 
Lemma 6.2.4 If E = {x = t,,, Ix EVE} is a restricted guarded system, and we haf1e for some S and 
S f= {a} <xo I E> {/3} 
then also 
Trs I- {a} <xo IE> {{3}. 
Proof. Construct a semi linear system E' = {x = t~ Ix EVE'} such that 
TI- <xo IE> =<Yo IE'> 
for some y0 EVE'· By corollary 3.3.6 we have that S f= {a} <Yo I E'> {{3}, and by the completeness 
of G we conclude Trs 1-c <Yo I E'>, so by VI we derive n-s 1-H <xo I E>. 
A possible construction can be found in [10], we just present an example: Let b, c, d E A and 
E = {X = TbXc + d} and take E' = {Y,. = TbYn+I +de" In E JN}. Now TI- <XIE>= <YolE'>. 
(We can prove that Yn, k(1rn(Xck) = 'll',.(Y1c) by induction on n, and then apply AIP- .) O 
We conclude section 6 with the following result: 
Tbeorexn 6.2.fi The proof system H is complete. 
Proof. The soundness of H is proved in lemma 6.2.2. As for the other side of the question we again 
refer to the proof of theorem 4.2.2. There is one more basic clause of Pr to inspect: p = <x I E> with 
E = { x = ta: Ix E VE} a restricted guarded system. This has just been done in lemma 6.2.4. O 
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II alternative composition 
III sequential composition 
IV consequence 
V recursion 
VI substitution 
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( -istop(a, :z:) /\ a(:z:)) - ,B(effect(:z:, a)) 
{a} a {,8} 
{a} p {,8} {a} q {,8} 
{a} p+ q {,8} 
{a}p{,8} {,B}q{'Y} 
{a} pq {,8} 
a - a' {a'} p {,8'} ,8' - ,8 
{a} fJ {,8} 
If E = {:z: = t., Ix EVE} is a guarded system, then 
{{a.,} :z: {,8.,} I :z: EVE} I- {{a.,} t., {,8.,} I :z: EVE} 
{{a.,} <:z:I E> {,8.,} I :z: EVE} 
{a} p {,8} TI- p = q 
{a} q {,8} 
Table 7: The proof system H 
1 Guarded systems and Hoare's logic 
In this section we finally consider H with respect to a. process domain containing all guarded systems. 
We show that H is complete on this domain. 
"1.1 The proof system H 
We specify the process domain Pn over BPA,s,. + REC a.s follows: 
• a E Pn if a E Ao,. 
• <:z:IE> E Pnif E = {:z: = t.,lx EVE} is a guarded system 
• p + q E Pn if p, q E Pn 
• pq E PH if p, q E Pn 
For the sake of completeness, we sum up H a.s a whole in table 7. 
7 .2 H is complete 
Before we prove the completeness of H, we introduce the means to remove nested recursion. We first 
give an example. 
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Example. Consider the guarded systems E,., = {x = ax + b}, Ey = {y = c<x I E,.,>y + cl<x I E,.,>} 
and Ez = {z =<x I E,.,>b + c<y I Ey>+azc}. Let p = <z I Ez>. We construct p+ = <z I Ei> by 
adding the equation x = ax + b to Ez and replacing the summand <x I E,.,>b in Ez by ( ax + b )b. Call 
the resulting guarded system E+. We can prove that T I- p = p+ and apparently p+ is an expression 
which is 'more simple' in terms of nested recursion: We may represent pas 
<zj{ z=<zlE.,>b+c<11l{11:::::c<sl•.s>!1+d<sJ•.,>}> +azc }>, 
whereas p+ can be represented as 
'<zl { z = (ax + b)b + c<11l{11::::: C<sl•a>ll+ do1•.s>}> + azc 
x = ax+b }>. 
We formalize this idea as follows: 
Definition 7.2.1 Let E = {x = t,., Ix EVE} be a guarded system and :i:o EVE. For any guardedly 
specified process expression occurring in E we define its nesting level as the depth of the nesting of 
this occurrence in E. The nesting number of <:co I E> is the sum of the nesting levels of all guardedly 
specified process expressions occurring in E. Let p E PH. The nesting number of p is the sum of all 
nesting numbers of guardedly specified process expressions occurring in p. 
In the example above we see that <x I E,.,> occurs twice in Ez with nesting level 2 (in the summand 
c<ylEy>), and once in Ez with nesting level 1. The nesting number of p is 61 the nesting number of 
p+ is 5. 
Lemma "I .2.2 The proof system H is sound. 
Proof. Suppose Trs I- {a} p {,8} for some p. We prove by induction on the nesting number of p, say 
n, that S I= {a} p {,8}. 
n = 0: Now p denotes an element of Pr· Because we have no means in H to decrease the nesting 
number of p, we may derive {a} p {,8} in H with respect to Pr (that is, by restricting the 
applicability of V to guarded systems having nesting number 0), so by the result of section 6 we 
are done. 
n + 1 : Fix an occurrence of a guardedly specified process expression in p with nesting number ~ 1, 
say <xo I E> with E = {x = t,., l x E VE} (by the induction hypothesis we can find such an 
occurrence). Select a guardedly specified process expression with nesting level 1, say <Yo I E'> 
with E' = {x = t~ Ix E VE'}. Now suppose VE n VE' = 0 (this is not a restriction, for we 
may rename the variables in E'). Replace the selected occurrence of <Yo I E'> in Eby t~0 (of 
course there may be more occurrences of <Yo I E'> in E) and let xo = tt0 denote the resulting 
equation. Further add the equations of E' to E, thus constructing E+ = {x = tt Ix EVE uvE'} 
where tt = t,., for all x E VE - {xo} and tt = t~ for all x EVE'· The system E+ is again a 
guarded system and with the principle AIP- we can prove TI- p = p+, where p+ is obtained 
by replacing the fixed occurrence of <x0 I E> by <x0 I E+ > in p. Applying rule VI we derive 
Trs I- {a} p+ {,8}, and since the nesting number of p+ is n, we have by the induction hypothesis 
that S I= {a} p+ {,8}. By corollary 3.3.6 we conclude S I= {a} p {,8}. D 
Theorem 1.2.3 The proof system H is complete. 
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Proof. The soundness of His proved in lemma 7.2.2. For the converse we only check the basic clause 
p = <x I E> with E = {x = tz Ix EVE} a guarded system. As suggested by definition 7.2.1 just 
replace all nested recursions in the expressions tz by fresh variables not in VE and add all belonging 
(renamed) equations to E, in this way constructing E' = {x = tz Ix EVE U VE'}. It follows easy that 
TI- <xlE> = <xlE'> for all x EVE. Now if SI= {a} <xlE> {,8} for some x EVE, then we have 
SI= {a} <xlE'> {,8}. By completeness of H with respect to Pr we conclude Trs I- {a} <xlE'> {,8}, 
and thus Trs I- {a} <z I E> {.8} by rule VI. 0 
8 Final remarks 
8.1 The projection operator 
One may wonder why the projection operators 11"n were not included in the final proof system H. A 
simple proof rule concerning the introduction of these operators like 
{a} p {,8} 
-----nEN 
{a} 11"n(P) {,8} 
is obviously sound, but we lose completeness: All structures S satisfy S I= {a} 11'o(P) {.8} for all p 
and a, ,8. However, via the rule of substitution we are able to deal with partial correctness assertions 
containing these operators, because for a.ny p E P there is a q E PH (a.nd thus 11'n-free) such that 
TI- p = q a.nd with corollary 3.3.6 we ca.n transfer results back to P. 
8.2 The merge operator 
A burning question is of course which proof rules concerning the ACP,. framework can be defined 
in this set-up4 • Referring to the action rules defined in [6], it is not difficult to think of effect rules 
concerning the ACP,.-operators. As a.n example we may define effect rules introducing the merge 
operator II as follows: 
II= 
(x,s) ~ (x',s') 
(x II y,s) ~ (x' II y,s') 
(y, s) ~ (y', s') 
(x II y,s) ~ (x II y',s') 
(x,s) ~ (x',s') (y,s) ~ (y',s') 
alb (x II y,s)-+ (x' II y',s') 
(x,s) ~ (x',s') (y,s) ~ (y',s') 
alb (x II y,s)-+ (x',s') 
(x, s) ~ (y', s') 
(x II y,s) ~ (y,s') 
(y, s) ~ (\/, s') 
(x II y,s) ~ (x, s') 
(x, s) ~ (y', s') (y, s) ~ (y', s') 
alb (x II y, s) -+ (y', s') 
(x, s) ~ (y', s') (y, s) ~ (y', s') 
ajb (x II y, s)-+ (y', s') 
A proof rule introducing the merge operator of the form 
4 The ACPr axioms can be found in (5,6]. 
{ai} p {.81} {a2} P {.82} 
{a3} P 11 q {.83} 
(if alb EA,.) 
(if alb e A,.) 
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where the a 0, /3,; may be somehow related cannot be sound: AB an example consider the process ab II c 
with a, b, c EA, which may be represented as a(bc + cb) + (alc)b. Now a possible course of action for 
this process is to execute a, c, b, but the premisses of this 'merge rule' do not contain any information 
concerning this possibility, since only effects of the execution of a followed by the execution of b are 
considered. 
An alternative could be to define a. set effectless(A) ~ A, containing the atomic actions which 
are inert with respect to the function effect. Now we may extend H with a proof rule 
VII merge {a} P {/3} ll{a'} q {/3',l alphabet(p) ~ effectless(A) 2 alphabet(q) {a I\ a'} p q {/3 V f3} 
where alphabet(p) returns the set of atomic actions occurring in p. Provided that all communications 
are in effectless(A), we can prove a completeness result for such an extension of H (using effect 
rules for the I -operator as suggested by [61). 
Now consider the following effect rules, introducing the abstraction operator T1: 
a(s) 1 a(a) ~ / 1 T1: (:c,s) -- (y,s) (:c,s) -(.~,s) (if a fi I) 
(Tr(:c),s) ~ (T1(y),s') (Tr(:c),s) ~ (..j,s') 
a(s) 1 (:c,s) -(y,s) a(s) 1 (:c, s) -- (y', s) 
(Tr(:c), s) ___:_.. (-J, s') (if a E /) (Tr(:c), s) ~ {f"r(y), s') 
Defining inert(A) ~ effectless(A) as the set of atomic actions being inert, we ca.n even further 
extend H without losing completeness by adding a proof rule 
VIII abstraction {a} p {/3} IC inert(A) {a} 'rI(P) {/3} -
because T1(p) and p then satisfy exactly the same effect reductions. 
Finally observe that concerning the encapsulation operator a H we encounter the same problems as 
discussed in remark 1. 
8.3 The state operator 
The reader acquainted with process algebra may wonder why we used 'state labelled process expres-
sions' instead of the state operator).., (see eg. [21). We argue that all axioms used, if a.ny, have to 
be sound. Since the state operator is defined axiomatically, it may relate processes having different 
initial states. As a.n example takes =f. s', a(s) = b(s') and s(a) = s'(b) and derive )..,(ax) = ).3 ,(bx). 
Now there is no appropriate semantical view on the identification of processes having different initial 
states. 
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